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We study the azimuthal modulations of dihadron fragmentation functions (DiFFs) of a transversely
polarised quark using an NJL-jet based model that incorporates the Collins effect for single hadron
emission. The DiFFs are extracted as Monte Carlo (MC) averages of corresponding multiplicities using
their probabilistic interpretation. To simplify the model and highlight the possible mechanisms that
create this modulation, we choose the elementary Collins function to be proportional to the elementary
unpolarised fragmentation and a constant probability (PSF) for the quark to ﬂip its spin after a single
hadron emission. Moreover, as a leading order calculation, only one of the produced hadrons in the
decay chain of the quark is produced with elementary Collins modulation. We calculate the dependence
of the polarised DiFFs on various angles such as the azimuthal angle of the single hadron and the angle
of the two-hadron production plane ϕR for several values of PSF. We observe that the polarised DiFFs
for oppositely charged pion pairs exhibit a sin(ϕR ) modulation. This effect is induced purely via the
elementary Collins effect and persists even when the quark completely depolarises after a single hadron
emission (PSF = 0.5). Moreover, similar sine modulations are present in the distribution of pion pairs
with respect to the azimuthal angle of their total transverse momentum, ϕT .
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.1. Introduction
The study of parton number, momentum and spin distribu-
tions inside the nucleon remains one of the most important top-
ics in hadronic physics. Various unpolarised and polarised parton
distribution functions (PDFs) encode these quantities and are ex-
tensively studied in both theory and experiment. There are only
three collinear PDFs describing the nucleon at leading twist ap-
proximation: unpolarised, helicity and transversity PDFs. While the
ﬁrst two have been extensively studied and parametrisations ﬁt-
ted to data from various Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS) experi-
ments: both fully- and semi-inclusive, the transversity PDF is rela-
tively poorly constrained because of its chiral-odd nature. Over the
past several years a great deal of effort has been concentrated in
studying the transversity PDF using two approaches. The ﬁrst in-
volves semi-inclusive DIS (SIDIS) measurements on a transversely
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SCOAP3.polarised nucleon target, with a single hadron recorded in the
ﬁnal state. In the corresponding single spin asymmetry (SSA) the
transversity is convoluted with the so-called Collins fragmentation
function (FF). The second approach relies on SIDIS measurements
with a transversely polarised nucleon target, where two hadrons
are recorded in the ﬁnal state. Here the SSA has a term, where
transversity is multiplied by a so-called interference dihadron frag-
mentation function (IFF), that can be accessed by measuring the
asymmetries in two back-to-back hadron pair production in e+e−
annihilation [1,2]. These terms involving the transversity PDFs in
both one- and two-hadron SIDIS are extracted experimentally us-
ing their sine modulations with the so-called Collins and ϕR angles
respectively [3–8]. Transversity is then extracted by either mod-
elling or parametrising all the remaining functions entering the
measured SSAs: unpolarised PDF, Collins and unpolarised FF for
single hadron SIDIS, and the IFF and unpolarised dihadron frag-
mentation function (DiFF) for the two hadron case. Moreover, it is
believed that the two SSAs are generated by different mechanisms,
namely the Collins effect in one-hadron SIDIS and the interference
of the hadron pair production amplitudes in two-hadron SIDIS. Re-
cently the COMPASS Collaboration presented the results of theirunder the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). Funded by
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fer. Here the orange double-lined arrows schematically indicate the spin direction
of the quark in the decay chain.
analysis demonstrating a similarity between SSAs extracted with
these two methods [9,10]. Namely, they found that the SSA for
pairs of oppositely charged hadrons appears to be very close to
the Collins asymmetry for positively charged hadron production,
which in turn is very close to that for negatively charged hadrons
taken with opposite sign. Also, both ϕR and ϕT modulations have
been suggested to occur because of the Collins effect in Refs. [1,11].
Further, both the unpolarised DiFF and the IFF at large invariant
mass were recently calculated using perturbative quantum chro-
modynamics in Ref. [12]. Here it was shown that the IFF in the
large invariant mass regime is intimately connected to the Collins
fragmentation function at large transverse momentum.
The dihadron approach has recently attracted a lot of attention,
with the ﬁrst extraction of transversity performed in Refs. [13,14]
using the SIDIS two-hadron SSA measured by HERMES [15] and
COMPASS [16], along with e+e− measurements by the Belle Col-
laboration [17]. IFFs and unpolarised DiFFs were extracted from
ﬁts to Belle data either using spectator model calculations [18,19]
or parametric forms [20], along with input from Monte Carlo (MC)
unpolarised event generator PYTHIA.
Here we study the dihadron fragmentation function to oppo-
sitely charged pions for a transversely polarised quark in a simple
model based on the NJL-jet model [21–30]. In this model we use
the NJL-jet framework to describe the quark hadronisation process,
and allow for an elementary Collins effect in one of the hadron
emission steps. We use MC simulations to extract both polarised
single- and di-hadron FFs using their probabilistic interpretation.
We study the possible sine modulations of these FFs with respect
to the Collins, ϕR , and ϕT angles (deﬁned in the next section),
respectively, in order to establish whether the elementary Collins
effect can generate terms in polarised DiFFs with modulations that
are expected to be induced by IFFs H1 and H
⊥
1 , as expected within
the standard TMD approach [5]. This information will be helpful
in further developments of the state-of-the-art non-perturbative
models for DiFFs [18].
This Letter is organised in the following way. In the next sec-
tion of this article we will brieﬂy describe the details of the model
used to extract the polarised FFs. In Section 3 we will present the
results for the single- and di-hadron FFs and we will ﬁnish with
the conclusions in Section 4.
2. Simple model for hadronisation of a transversely polarised
quark
The NJL-jet model describes the quark hadronisation process
within a framework based on the original Field and Feynman
quark-jet picture [31,32], where the initial fragmenting quark pro-
duces hadrons in a quark decay chain cascade, as schematically de-
picted in Fig. 1. The remnant quark’s properties after each hadron
emission are determined using the ﬂavour and momentum con-
servation constraints. In the NJL-jet model the elementary hadronFig. 2. Illustration of the three dimensional kinematics of transversely polarised
quark fragmentation. The fragmenting quark’s three-momentum k deﬁnes the z axis
with its transverse polarisation spin vector Sq along x axis. The emitted hadron has
momentum P with the transverse component P⊥ with respect to the z axis and
azimuthal angle ϕ .
emission probabilities at each vertex are calculated using the NJL
model.
We ﬁrst describe the kinematics and the MC method for calcu-
lating the single hadron FFs. This is followed by the calculation of
dihadron FFs.
2.1. Single hadron fragmentation functions from MC
We describe the single hadron FFs in the quark-jet formal-
ism as probability distributions for a quark to produce a hadron
with certain properties. The relevant kinematics is schematically
depicted in Fig. 2. The transversely polarised quark q carries
four-momentum k and spin Sq and fragments to an unpolarised
hadron h of mass mh and four-momentum P . The coordinate sys-
tem is chosen such that the z axis is along the direction of the
three-momentum of the initial fragmenting quark q and the x axis
is along the spin vector Sq . Then the relevant momenta can be
expressed as
k = (k−,k+,0), P = (P−, zk+, P⊥), P2 =m2h, (1)
where z ≡ P+/k+ is the initial quark’s light-cone momentum frac-
tion carried by the hadron.2 The Collins angle ϕ is taken as the
angle between P⊥ and Sq , as depicted in Fig. 2.
In the hadronisation of a transversely polarised quark, the
Collins effect describes a modulation of the unpolarised hadron
fragmentation function with a term proportional to the sine of
the ϕ . This has been studied within the NJL-jet framework in
Refs. [25,26]. Here we use the “Trento Convention” [33] and the
notation of Ref. [25] for the polarised fragmentation function
Dh/q↑
(
z,
(
P⊥
)2
,ϕ
)
= Dh/q1
(
z,
(
P⊥
)2) − H⊥h/q1 (z, (P⊥)2) P
⊥Sq
zmh
sin(ϕ), (2)
where the unpolarised fragmentation function is denoted Dh/q1 (z,
(P⊥)2) and H⊥h/q1 (z, (P⊥)2) is the Collins function.
The polarised FF can be integrated over (P⊥)2 and expressed in
terms of the integrated unpolarised fragmentation function Dh/q1 (z)
and the 1/2 moment of the Collins function H⊥(1/2)1(h/q) (z)
2 We use the following LC convention for Lorentz 4-vectors (a−,a+,a⊥),
a± = 1√ (a0 ± a3) and a⊥ = (a1,a2).2
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∞∫
0
d
(
P⊥
)2
Dh/q↑
(
z,
(
P⊥
)2
,ϕ
)
= 1
2π
[
Dh/q1 (z) − 2H⊥(1/2)1(h/q) (z)Sq sin(ϕ)
]
, (3)
where
Dh/q1 (z) ≡ π
∞∫
0
d
(
P⊥
)2
Dh/q1
(
z,
(
P⊥
)2)
, (4)
H⊥(1/2)1(h/q) (z) ≡ π
∞∫
0
d
(
P⊥
)2 P⊥
2zmh
H⊥h/q1
(
z,
(
P⊥
)2)
. (5)
In the NJL-jet framework, the polarised fragmentation function
is calculated as the MC average over NSims simulations of the cor-
responding differential multiplicity, calculated with a ﬁxed number
of hadron emissions NL in each decay chain simulation
Dh/q↑
(
z,
(
P⊥
)2
,ϕ
)
z
(P⊥)2
2
ϕ
= 〈Nhq↑
(
z, z + z; (P⊥)2, (P⊥)2 + (P⊥)2;ϕ,ϕ + ϕ)〉, (6)
where Nh
q↑ is the number of hadrons of type h produced by the
quark q that have momentum components within the regions
speciﬁed in its arguments. Our earlier studies of unpolarised FFs
showed that the results of the simulations with different num-
ber of produced hadrons, NL , rapidly converge in any region of z
with an arbitrarily chosen lower edge (for example, the region with
z > 0.2 was saturated with just three hadron emissions in Fig. 5 of
Ref. [22]).
We take as input to these simulations the probabilities of
emitting a single hadron, calculated with the NJL model [21–24].
In studies of the Collins function in Ref. [25], the elementary
Collins function used in every hadron emission step was also ob-
tained using a quark model, where the relevant cut diagram in-
volves a single gluon exchange with a gauge link. Here we will
simplify the calculations by allowing only a single gluon is ex-
changed with an intermediate quark in the entire decay chain.
Thus only a single hadron (chosen at random) in a given decay
chain will be produced with the elementary Collins effect. More-
over, to highlight the mechanism for any modulations in the DiFFs
induced by the Collins effect, we set the elementary Collins term
(i.e. H⊥h/q1 (z, (P⊥)2)P⊥Sq/(zmh)) in the polarised elementary frag-
mentation probability to be proportional to the unpolarised term
(Dh/q1 (z, (P
⊥)2)), with a constant coeﬃcient of 0.9. The idea is to
highlight this particular effect and keep the polarised probability
positive for all values of the corresponding arguments
dh/q↑
(
z,
(
p⊥
)2
,ϕ
) = dh/q1 (z, (p⊥)2)(1− 0.9 sin(ϕ)), (7)
where we assumed Sq = 1 and dh/q1 is the elementary fragmen-
tation function calculated from the NJL model. The above choice
for the Collins term does not satisfy the constraint at (proportion-
ality to) vanishing transverse momentum dictated by the general
arguments about angular momentum [34]. Nevertheless, this does
not have a qualitative effect on the results presented here, as will
be shown in our forthcoming work employing the NJL-jet frame-
work of Ref. [25] with Collins function calculated in the spectator
model.
The probability, PSF, of ﬂipping the quark’s spin orientation
after each pseudoscalar hadron emission has been calculated in
Ref. [25] using Lepage–Brodsky spinors in a helicity basis. The re-
sulting PSF depends on the magnitudes of the x and y componentsof the momentum of the emitted hadron, but is always bound
PSF > 0.5. Here, similar to our earlier model study in Ref. [26],
we will use constant values of PSF for simplicity.
2.2. Calculating DiFFs using MC
Here we describe the kinematics of the fragmentation of a
quark of ﬂavour q to two hadrons h1 and h2, following the stan-
dard conventions of Ref. [7]. The coordinate system is chosen such
that the z axis is along the direction of the 3-momentum of the
initial fragmenting quark q. The momenta of the quark and the
two produced hadrons h1 and h2 are denoted as
k = (k−,k+,0),
Ph1 ≡ P1 =
(
P−1 , z1k
+, P⊥1
)
, P21 = M2h1,
Ph2 ≡ P2 =
(
P−2 , z2k
+, P⊥2
)
, P22 = M2h2, (8)
where z1 ≡ P+h1/k+,Mh1 and z2 ≡ P+h2/k+,Mh2 are the corre-
sponding light-cone momentum fractions and the masses of the
hadrons.
The polarised DiFFs (PDiFF) depend on six kinematic variables
that can be chosen, for example, as z1, z2, P⊥1 , P⊥2 , ϕ1, ϕ2, where
the last four variables are the magnitudes and the azimuthal angles
of P⊥1 and P⊥2 . Often P⊥1 and P⊥2 are replaced by their linear
combinations:
R = P
⊥
h1
− P⊥h2
2
, P T = P⊥h1 + P⊥h2 , (9)
with corresponding azimuthal angles ϕR and ϕT (thus PDiFFs be-
come functions of z1, z2, R , PT , ϕR , ϕT ). Further, using parity
and rotational invariance, PDiFFs can be decomposed into spin-
independent and spin-dependent parts. The part of PDiFF propor-
tional to the transverse component of the quark’s spin has terms
containing sin(ϕR) and sin(ϕT ), as detailed in Refs. [5,8]. We note
that in our MC approach we have access to the full set of the
variables. Here we will present our results as dependencies on
(combinations) of some variables, while integrating over the oth-
ers, similar to how the experimental data is presented. We will
also explore sin(ϕR) and sin(ϕT ) modulations of the PDiFFs in our
model.
Let us as an example consider the unpolarised dihadron frag-
mentation functions Dh1h2q (z,M
2
h). They are functions of the sum
of the light-cone momentum fractions z = z1 + z2 and the invari-
ant mass squared M2h = (P1 + P2)2, of the produced hadron pair.
We employ the number density interpretation for the Dh1h2q (z,M
2
h)
to extract them by calculating the corresponding multiplicities us-
ing a MC average over simulations of the quark hadronisation
process, similar to the method employed for the single hadron FF
extractions [22–25]:
Dh1h2q
(
z,M2h
)
zM2h (10)
= 〈Nh1h2q (z, z + z;M2h,M2h + M2h)〉,
where 〈Nh1h2q (z, z + z;M2h,M2h + M2h)〉 is the average number
of hadron pairs, h1h2, created with total momentum fraction in
range z to z + z and invariant mass squared in range M2h to
M2h +M2h . This average is calculated over NSims Monte Carlo sim-
ulations of the hadronisation process. For each MC simulation we
consider all the hadron pairs produced by the quark q in a given
decay chain and calculate their z and M2h , ﬁlling-in the correspond-
ing histograms. In MC simulations we choose NSims large enough
and a suﬃcient number of discretisation points for z, M2h to
avoid signiﬁcant numerical errors.
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ogously to the case of the single hadron FF using the number
density interpretation:
Dh1h2
q↑
(
z,M2h,ϕR
)
zM2h ϕR (11)
= 〈Nh1h2
q↑
(
z, z + z;M2h,M2h + M2h;ϕR ,ϕR + ϕR
)〉
.
In general, the polarised DiFF contains one spin-independent,
D1, and two spin-dependent terms H1 entering with sin(ϕR)
modulation and H⊥1 with sin(ϕT ) modulation. All these DiFFs de-
pend on transverse momentum variables R , PT and R · P T [5,8].
When integrated over P T (as in Eq. (11)), the polarised DiFF
will contain a sum of the unpolarised DiFF and a term involving
only sin(ϕR) modulation again, denoted by H1 in [8,9], but now
the DiFFs depend only on one transverse variable, R . Note that,
in general, both unintegrated H1 and H
⊥
1 give contributions to
the integrated H1 [8]. Similarly, if integrated over R , the polarised
DiFF will correspond to a sum of the unpolarised DiFF and a term
involving integrated H⊥1 with sin(ϕT ) modulation.
The alternative choice for R introduced by Artru (see, e.g.,
Ref. [11], where the transverse momenta are weighted with light-
cone momentum fractions of the other hadron), produce slightly
different results (only signiﬁcant for π−π− pairs). We will present
the analysis using the latter choice for R elsewhere.
3. Monte Carlo simulations and results
Here we study the hadronisation of both transversely polarised
and unpolarised u quarks to pions, ignoring the production and
decay of vector mesons, even though our recent studies of unpo-
larised DiFFs [29,30] showed their strong inﬂuence. We make this
choice in order to focus on a particular piece of physics without
extraneous complications. That is, we want to investigate whether
the elementary Collins effect, together with the quark spin ﬂip
mechanism, can produce spin-dependent azimuthal modulations
in two hadron production. We also ignore the strange quark and
kaons in this calculation for the sake of the simplicity. As we have
seen from our previous studies in the NJL-jet model [21,27], they
simply change the overall normalisation of pion FFs. We performed
MC simulations for a range of values for NL and three values
of PSF = {0;0.5;1} in the polarised case, choosing NSims = 1010.
We discretized the invariant mass with 500 points in the range up
to 5 GeV2 (starting from the two pion threshold), while the light-
cone momenta fractions z and all the angles are discretized with
100 points. The parameters of the NJL model for the elementary
splitting probability dh/q1 (z, (p
⊥)2) of Eq. (7) are taken to be the
same as in Ref. [24].
3.1. Results for Collins fragmentation functions
We ﬁrst explore the dependence of the 1/2 moments of the
Collins functions on the quark spin ﬂip probability PSF by con-
sidering simulations with NL = 2, similar to our earlier work in
Ref. [26] and using the same deﬁnitions. This allows us to isolate
the quark spin ﬂip mechanism’s connection to the relative sign
of the favoured and unfavoured Collins functions. We extract the
integrated unpolarised and the 1/2 moment of the Collins frag-
mentation functions, using their relation to the (P⊥)2 integrated
transversely polarised fragmentation. We ﬁt Dh/q↑(z,ϕ) using a
linear form
F (c0, c1) ≡ c0 − c1 sin(ϕ), (12)
for ﬁxed values of z, and identify the ﬁtted coeﬃcients c0, c1 with
the unpolarised and Collins terms respectively. The performed ﬁtsFig. 3. Fitted values of 2H⊥(1/2)1 for u → π+ (a) and u → π− (b) as a function of
z from Monte Carlo simulations using three different values of PSF at each elemen-
tary emission, where NL = 2.
work very well, with average χ2 per degree of freedom very close
to unity. Once again, the extracted unpolarised fragmentation func-
tions are unaffected by the quark spin ﬂip probability PSF and
agree well with those studied previously in the NJL-jet model in
Refs. [22,24].
The results from ﬁts for the 1/2 moments of the Collins func-
tion for fragmentation of a u quark to π+ and π− , for three
different value of PSF, are depicted in Fig. 3. Note that because
of our choice of the elementary polarised fragmentation function
in Eq. (7), the shape of the z-dependence in this and follow-
ing ﬁgures is governed by the quark-jet model dynamics and the
z-dependence of elementary unpolarised fragmentation. These re-
sults agree qualitatively with those obtained in Ref. [26]. The ﬁrst
difference arises in the overall 1/2 scaling of the Collins effect,
which that originates from the differences in models: here the el-
ementary Collins effect occurs in only one-hadron emission step,
while in the model of Ref. [26] it occurs in every hadron emis-
sion step. The second difference concerns the choice of azimuthal
angle of hadron in Eq. (12): here the we use the azimuthal an-
gle of the hadron transverse momentum with respect to the initial
quark, while in Ref. [26] the azimuthal angle of the transverse mo-
mentum with respect to the quark directly producing the hadron
was used. Here the fraction of the recoil transverse momentum of
the quark transferred to the produced hadron at the second emis-
sion shifts the Collins functions. The results for π+ change with
PSF for NL = 2 simulations, as the contributions from those emit-
ted at the ﬁrst step are altered by those π+ emitted in the second
step (for the decay chains when the u quark initially emits a π0).
A π− on the other hand, can only be ﬁrst emitted at NL = 2, after
an initial π+ emission, and is thus affected both by the spin ﬂip
and the recoil transverse momentum of the remnant quark. It is
212 H.H. Matevosyan et al. / Physics Letters B 731 (2014) 208–216Fig. 4. Fitted values of the ratio 2H⊥(1/2)1 /D1 for u → π+ (a) and u → π− (b) as a
function of z from MC simulations with several values of NL , where PSF = 1.
also remarkable, that unlike the results of Refs. [25,26], the Collins
effect for the π− does not vanish even when the quark depolarises
(PSF = 0.5), because of recoil effects. It is apparent, that oppo-
site sign and similar magnitude Collins effects for the favoured
and unfavoured fragmentations (at relatively large z) are possible
only for values PSF > 0.5. Thus the opposite sign Collins func-
tion features of the full NJL-jet model results reported in Ref. [25],
where PSF is a function of the kinematic variables and is always
greater than 0.5, qualitatively do not depend on the details of the
particular input unpolarised and Collins elementary fragmentation
functions, but rather represent the characteristics of the quark-jet
model with preferential spin ﬂip probability.
The plots in Fig. 4 depict the dependence of the ﬁtted val-
ues for the analysing power of the Collins effect 2H⊥(1/2)1 /D1 (i.e.
c1/c0 of the ﬁt function in Eq. (12)) on NL for both u → π+ (a)
and u → π− (b). It is clear that the large z behaviour of this ra-
tio converges starting at NL = 4, modulo the 1/NL scaling of the
Collins effect in the current model (only one-hadron emission step
has an elementary Collins modulation in the entire decay chain).
Moreover, the ratio 2H⊥(1/2)1 /D1 is slightly larger for unfavoured
fragmentation, u → π− , than for the favoured process, u → π+ .
3.2. Results for dihadron fragmentations
In this subsection we ﬁrst present the results for u → π+π− ,
producing analogues of most of the plots presented by the COM-
PASS Collaboration [9,10]. Then we will study the azimuthal sine
modulations of the DiFFs with respect to ϕR and ϕT for oppositely
charged pion pairs. We further analyse the dependence of these
modulations on the number of produced hadrons, NL , in each
quark decay chain. In this subsection z denotes the sum of the
light-cone momentum fractions of the hadron pair.3.2.1. Angular modulations in u → π+π− fragmentation
First we study various angular distributions for the u → π+π− ,
similar to those recently presented by the COMPASS Collabora-
tion [9,10]. We use MC simulations with NL = 2 with both un-
polarised and transverse polarised fragmenting quark. In the latter
case, we also study the dependence on the quark spin ﬂip prob-
ability PSF. The goal is to determine the role of the elementary
Collins effect in various angular distributions. Considering only two
hadron emissions in each decay chain, the initial up quark has only
a single channel to produce two charged pions in the quark-jet
model: u → d + π+ → u + π− + π+ . This allows us to readily
interpret the results and avoid any possible entanglements with
different production channels. Further, in this subsection we inte-
grate PDiFFs over z and M2h in the entire region.
We ﬁrst consider the density plots of the DiFF versus the az-
imuthal angles of π+ and π− , depicted in Fig. 5. We notice that
there is a signiﬁcant correlation between these angles in the un-
polarised quark hadronisation, as seen in subﬁgure (a). The source
of this correlation is that the remnant quark, after the emission of
ﬁrst π+ , acquires an opposite sign recoil transverse momentum.
A fraction of this transverse momentum is passed to the second
produced hadron π− , thus the difference of the azimuthal angles
ϕπ+ and ϕπ− has a peak at π (the double distribution becomes
completely uniform when the quark recoil effect is turned off).
Such behaviour is also seen in the Lund string model incorpo-
rated in PYTHIA event generator, where the origin of this effect
is named “local transverse momentum cancellation” [11]. The el-
ementary Collins effect distorts this picture because of the sine
modulations of the hadron production probabilities with respect
to their azimuthal angle, but critically does not change the distri-
butions with respect to ϕπ+ − ϕπ− .
The plots in Fig. 6 depict the PDiFF as a function of ϕπ+ and
ϕR . The results for the unpolarised quark show that ϕR follows
the unintegrated azimuthal angle (here ϕπ− is integrated implicitly
through MC sampling). These simplistic correlations are distorted
once the transverse polarisation of the quark is included.
The angular distributions presented here for an unpolarised
quark resemble those presented by the COMPASS Collaboration.
The extreme parameters of the model (very large elementary
Collins effect without kinematic zero at p⊥ = 0 and endpoint val-
ues of PSF) exhibit a very strong variations from the unpolarised
case. In a real-world scenario such variations might be too small
to be easily seen in the experimental studies.
The plots in Fig. 7 depict dependence of PDiFF on differences
of various angles. A critical observation here is, that these results
are not affected by the elementary Collins effect, but are purely
generated by the kinematics of the dihadron production.
3.2.2. Dependence on ϕR and ϕT
In this subsection we examine any possible sine modulations
with respect to both of the angles ϕR and ϕT in charged pion
pairs. We ﬁrst note that no modulations were found in our stud-
ies with an unpolarised initial quark. Thus any such signals for the
transversely polarised quark are purely induced by the elementary
Collins effect.
Fig. 8, depicting Dπ
+π−
u↑ (ϕR), clearly shows sin(ϕR) modulations
are present for π+π− pairs for the polarised quark. The plots in
Fig. 9 depict the results for the ﬁtted parameters c0 and c1 of the
function F in Eq. (12) for a simulation with two emitted hadrons.
Their ratio of c1/c0 ≈ 0.5 can be interpreted as half of the Collins
effect in the elementary fragmentation of Eq. (7), as only one of
the produced pions has the elementary Collins modulation.
The plots in Fig. 10 examine the dependence of both sin(ϕR)
and sin(ϕT ) modulations on z for three values of PSF in a sim-
ulations with two emitted hadrons. It is remarkable that both
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+π−
u↑ (ϕπ− ,ϕπ+ ) with unpolarised initial quark (a), transversely polarised quark with PSF = 0 (b), PSF = 0.5 (c) and PSF = 1 (d), all with NL = 2.
Fig. 6. The MC results for Dπ
+π−
u↑ (ϕπ+ ,ϕR ) with unpolarised initial quark (a), transversely polarised quark with PSF = 0 (b), PSF = 0.5 (c) and PSF = 1 (d), all with NL = 2.
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+π−
u↑ on various angles, integrated over
all the other variables. The initial quark is taken to be unpolarised and NL = 2.
Fig. 8. The MC results for Dπ
+π−
u↑ (ϕR ) for NL = 2, integrated over all the other vari-
ables, with unpolarised initial quark (black solid line), transversely polarised quark
with PSF = 0 (red dashed line), PSF = 0.5 (orange dash-dotted line) and PSF = 1
(green dotted line).
Fig. 9. The dependence of the parameters c0, c1 and c1/c0 versus z, ﬁtted to the
sin(ϕR ) modulation of PDiFF for PSF = 1 and NL = 2.
modulations are non-zero for all values of PSF. The features of
these modulations for PSF = 0 and PSF = 1 can be understood
by considering the preferential direction of the emitted hadrons
in the transverse plane at every hadronisation step. The traverse
momentum P⊥h1 of the ﬁrst emitted π
+ is preferentially pointing
along the y axis (see Fig. 2), since the elementary Collins function
in Eq. (7) is positive. The transverse momentum P⊥h2 of the π
−
emitted afterwards gets two contributions: a fraction of the recoil
transverse momentum of the remnant quark after the ﬁrst emis-
sion (pointing in the opposite direction to P⊥h1 ) and the relative
transverse momentum with respect to the same quark. The second
contribution preferentially points in the same or opposite direc-
tions to P⊥h1 for PSF = 0 and PSF = 1, respectively (and becomes
uniformly distributed for PSF = 0.5). Thus the average of P T forFig. 10. The MC results for c1/c0 versus z for u → π+π− fragmentation with
NL = 2. The asymmetries for sin(ϕR ) and sin(ϕT ) are shown for three values of
PSF ∈ {0,0.5,1}.
Fig. 11. The MC results for c1/c0 versus z for u → π+π− fragmentation. The de-
pendence of the asymmetries for sin(ϕR ) and sin(ϕT ) on NL are shown in subﬁg-
ures (a) and (b) respectively.
PSF = 0 should point in the same direction as the average of R for
PSF = 1: along the y axis. Thus the values of c1/c0 for the corre-
sponding modulations are positive. The remaining results can also
be easily interpreted using arguments along the same lines.
The plots in Fig. 11 examine how these same sine modulations
(ϕR in subﬁgure (a) and ϕT in subﬁgure (b)) change with an in-
crease of the number of emitted hadrons, when ﬁxing PSF = 1.
In both cases, the large modulations at NL = 2 reduce and even-
tually converge (modulo 1/NL scaling) for NL  6. The large vari-
ations when NL changes from two to three can be explained by
the fact that for NL = 3 two additional channels with intermediate
π0 emissions (that also ﬂips the remnant quark’s spin) can create
π+π− pairs with opposite signed modulation than the one involv-
ing the ﬁrst two emitted hadrons.
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NL for Collins effect for the charged pions and sin(ϕR ) and sin(ϕT ) modulations for
their pairs versus NL . The results for three values of PSF ∈ {0,0.5,1} are depicted
in subﬁgures (a), (b) and (c) respectively. Here we impose a cut z > 0.1 for each
hadron.
Finally, Fig. 12 depicts the integrated analysing power (mul-
tiplied by NL ) of the Collins effect for the charged pions, and
for sin(ϕR) and sin(ϕT ) modulations of π+π− pairs versus NL .
Here the subﬁgures (a), (b) and (c) correspond to values of PSF ∈
{0,0.5,1}, respectively. We impose a cut on the light-cone mo-
mentum fraction of each hadron z1,2 > 0.1 (thus z > 0.2 for the
pair), similar to that applied in the COMPASS analysis. It is re-
markable that for PSF  0.5, the values of the analysing power of
the sin(ϕR) modulations are very close to those for the Collins ef-
fect for the π+ , while the analysing power of the Collins effect for
the π− has the opposite sign and a similar magnitude. These in-
tegrated analysing powers enter in products or convolutions in the
expressions for the corresponding SSAs in SIDIS measurements. Be-
haviour similar to those seen here for analysing powers have been
seen in the results for the Bjorken x dependence of the SSAs pre-sented by COMPASS [9,10]. Thus, assuming u quark dominance in
the large x region, we can conclude that the similarities between
the Collins and ϕR SSAs can be explained by the simple quark-jet
dynamics.
4. Conclusions
In this work we explored the two-hadron fragmentation func-
tions interpreted as number densities for fragmentation of a quark
with various assumptions for the spin dynamics in the quark-jet
fragmentation. In particular, we considered the fragmentation of
an unpolarised initial quark, as well as a polarised initial quark
with different endpoint values for the quark spin ﬂip after every
hadron emission (PSF = {0;0.5;1}). We also allowed for a very
large elementary Collins effect in each hadron emission step, while
ensuring that the positivity for the emission probability was not
violated. We calculated PDiFFs as a function of various arguments
using the MC technique within the NJL-jet model formalism. Our
results showed that the inclusion of the elementary Collins ef-
fect can produce Interference Fragmentation Function type sin(ϕR)
modulations of the PDiFF for all values of the spin ﬂip proba-
bility. Moreover, for values of PSF  0.5 the similarities between
both the magnitudes and the signs of the analysing powers for
Collins and sin(ϕR) modulations appear to be akin to those for the
corresponding SSAs recently reported by COMPASS [9,10]. In our
previous studies we showed that preferential spin ﬂip probabil-
ity (PSF  0.5) is also warranted if the Collins functions for an
unfavoured fragmentation has the opposite sign to that for the
favoured one, which is strongly suggested by the experimental
results of COMPASS [35], HERMES [36], JLab [37], Belle [38,39].
Moreover our NJL-jet model calculations of the spin-ﬂip probabil-
ity of the quark also impose PSF > 0.5. Finally, we also found that
both sin(ϕR) and sin(ϕT ) modulations are induced in all pairs of
(both charged and neutral) pions, but we chose to only include
here the results for π+π− for brevity.
In this work we only considered light quarks and direct pion
emissions. The inclusion of the strange quark and kaons will only
change the relative magnitudes of the PDiFFs, but will not change
the effect itself, as we have observed in our previous studies. The
inclusion of the production and decay of the vector mesons may
be more important, as in the case of the unpolarised DiFFs. This
shall be the subject of further investigation.
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